
011111 :0,...49 ORKSHOP/JOYSTICK CONTROL

ADVAL(0) performs two different functions. The
least significant two bits correspond to the fire
buttons on joystick 1 and joystick 2. X=ADVAL(0)
AND 3 will return a value of one if joystick l's fire
button is pressed. X=ADVAL(0) DIV 256 will give the
number of the channel that last completed an A-
to-D conversion.

As conversion of each analogue input channel
takes about 10 milliseconds, then to process each
of the four channels will take 40 milliseconds. In
our application we use channels 1 and 2 only.
We can cut down on wasted conversion time by
specifying the channels that require conversion.
This can be done by using *FX16,2, which enables
channels 1 and 2 but disables channels 3 and 4.

The following program combines all this
information to control a twin-motor Lego car.

:0 REM BBC JOYSTICK CONTROL
20 DDR=&FE62:DATREG=&FE60
30 nDR=255:REM ALL OUTPUT
40 REM ENABLE A-D CHANNELS 1&2
50 *FX16,2
60 REPEAT
70 PROCtest_4oyst

IL

100
:10 DEF PROCt , •
120 REPEAT
130 cnanne1=ADVAL(0)
140 UNTIL channe106: . 	FOR CONVERT
150 IF cnanne1 THE:,
160 IF channe1=2 THEN PROCup_down'
1 70 ENDPROC
ISO
190 DEF PROCleit_right
200 REPEAT
210 joyval=ADYAL(1)
220 IF joyval<100 THEN ?DATREG=9
230 IF Joyva1 ,64000 THEN 9DATFEG=6
240 fire=AWAL(0) AND 3
250 PRINT?DATREG,channel,JoYua1
260 UNTIL(Jo yval>100 AND joyval<64000) OR ftre.
270 ?DATREG=0
280 ENDPRO6
290
300 DEF PROCup_down
310 REPEAT
320 joyva1=ADOAL(2)
330 IF joyval<100 THEN ,DATPE6=10

•340 IF joyval%64000 THEN ?DATREG=5
350 4ire=ADVAL(0) AND 3
360 PRINT?DATREG,channel,joyval
370 UNTIL(jorva17100 AND joyva1

, 64000 ) OR f.re=
300 ?DATREG=0
390 ENDPROC
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